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Continue to drive demand for Australia

BUSINESS EVENTS AUSTRALIA APPROACH
MARKETING

DISTRIBUTION

OUTCOME

OBJECTIVE

• Continue to keep Australia in mind during the
stages of lockdown through to recovery via
content-led activity

PARTNERSHIPS

• Maintain customer relationships and monitor
sentiment in key markets

• Review BEA partnership programs to maximise
opportunities for industry to aid recovery

• Marketing to do the ‘heavy lifting’ in lieu of
normal business development activity

• Continue to engage with Australian business
events industry to inform and align recovery
activity

• Broaden the Advance Program criteria to allow
greater flexibility and access to partnership
marketing opportunities

• Deliver a series of recovery initiatives to position
Australia in what will be a competitive market

• Develop a suite of selling tools to supercharge
distribution activity post-pandemic

• Continue Bid Fund Program to offer financial
support at the critical bidding stage

• Australia brand equity maintained in market
throughout crisis and recovery

• Key in-market relationships maintained
throughout crisis recovery

• Australia optimally positioned as a favourable
business events destination for post-pandemic

• Industry-aligned re-entry into international
markets post-pandemic

• Increase Australia’s competitiveness in bidding for
new international business events and drive
conversion in the short term

• Ongoing access to marketing toolkits ensure
Australia is consistently positioned as a premium
business events destination

• Financial support for strategic industry projects to
drive results in delegate boosting and destination
consideration activities

RECOVERY PROJECTS
Creative
Strategy
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Content
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Review
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Tools

Virtual
Experience

Research

BEA CURRENT ACTIVITY
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marketing opportunities

• Deliver a series of recovery initiatives to position
Australia in what will be a competitive market

• Develop a suite of selling tools and new activity to
supercharge distribution opportunities both
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BUSINESS EVENTS AUSTRALIA RECOVERY PROJECTS
CREATIVE
STRATEGY

OBJECTIVE

• Undertake a
comprehensive
review

CONTENT
STRATEGY
• Deliver cutting-edge
content via shorterform formats with
increased frequency

• Develop a new
creative platform &
suite of brand
assets

OUTCOME

• An impactful reentry into a
competitive
marketplace postpandemic
• An increase in
awareness of
Australia - supports
lead generation/bid
conversion
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WEBSITE REVIEW
(GLOBAL & CHINA)
• Undertake a
comprehensive
review BEA’s web
portfolio
• Deliver a roadmap to
improve the
platform’s ability to
raise awareness of
Australia’s business
events offering

• Meaningful content
that deepens
engagement with
target audiences
• The right message
delivered at the right
time - particularly
through crisis
recovery and into
‘new normal’

• Website fully utilised
as a tool to engage
customers, build
advocates, generate
leads

SOCIAL MEDIA
STRATEGY
• Better harness social
media to deliver and
amplify content
strategy
• Maximise opportunities
to reach and engage
with a highly targeted
international customer
base

• Instagram account
• WeChat MiniProgram
• An increase in
awareness and
consideration of
Australia as a business
events destination –
supports keeping
Australia front of mind

SELLING TOOLS

VIRTUAL
EXPERIENCE

RESEARCH

• Develop a suite of
‘selling toolkits’
for in-market
teams, industry
partners and
event planners to
better pitch
Australia to
decision makers

• Deliver an immersive
virtual experience to
target customers in
international
markets during the
phases of lockdown

• Undertake a research
program to capture
global sentiment in
relation to the
international
business events
market through crisis
recovery and into
‘new normal’

• Australia
consistently
positioned as a
quality business
events
destination

• Maintain
engagement with
target customers

• Understand key
issues and decisionmaking drivers into
‘new normal’

• Easy access to
quality marketing
tools and
information for
planners and
partners

• Retain awareness
and consideration of
Australia as a
business events
destination in lieu of
normal distribution
activity

• Inform recovery
strategies and enable
the delivery of
insight-led activity

Tourism Australia

TOURISM AUSTRALIA WEBINAR
Business Events
Domestic Recovery Plan
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BUSINESS EVENTS AUSTRALIA DOMESTIC STRATEGY
MARKETING CAMPAIGN

OBJECTIVE

• Assist the business events industry by stimulating the domestic market via a
domestic business events campaign

OUTCOME

• Assist recovery via a domestic partnership program

• Extension of the previous Event Here This Year campaign (brand, content, PR
and social media)
• Encourage domestic event activity by showcasing the breadth of Australia’s
business events offering

• Increased desire for events and address local knowledge gaps about
Australia’s business events offering
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PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM

• Drive demand, reminding key decision makers how they can help to rebuild
the Australian economy by doing their bit to Event Here This Year

• Financial support for strategic industry-led projects to influence decision makers
of national business events and/or convert new domestic business events

BUSINESS EVENTS BOOST PROGRAM
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THANK YOU

